Israel's Exploitation of Palestinian Natural
Resources in Violation of International Law
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controls how the Palestinians exploit groundwater
resources and limits the annual amount of water
available to the Palestinians to no more than 20% of
these resources, while the rest is allocated to benefit
the Israeli settlers in the West Bank.3

Since day one of occupying the Palestinian
territory in 1976, the Israeli occupation has
pursued taking control over all its water and
natural resources.
The Israeli occupation began to exploit
resources according to its interests and in a
manner that suits the needs of the residents
of the occupying state, the settlers who were
brought to settle in the occupied land, whether
the needs are civil, agricultural or industrial.1

Despite the agreement between the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel in the
Oslo Agreement to distribute the water shares4,
Israel completely ignored the shares agreed upon
and began extracting quantities that far exceed the
quantities allocated to it. Meanwhile, the Palestinian
side never benefited from the shares allocated to it
under the agreement due to obstacles practiced by
Israel.

1. GROUNDWATER:
Groundwater in the West Bank is divided into
three main aquifer basins: the northeastern basin,
the western basin, and the eastern basin. The
northeastern and western basins cross the border with
Israel. As for the eastern basin, 90% of it is located in
the West Bank and is fed by rainwater falling on the
heights and mountains of the West Bank.

As a result of Israel’s depletion of the aquifers and
the restrictions imposed on Palestinians in drilling
and rehabilitating wells, the share extracted by
Palestinians decreased during the past ten years
to less than the amount stipulated in the Oslo
Agreement. Palestinians extracted approximately
138 million cubic meters of aquifer water in 1999,
which has been reduced to approximately 113 million
cubic meters.5

The Israeli occupation controls 70% of the western
basin, while it takes hold of approximately 40% of the
eastern basin, and controls 80% of the northeastern
basin where most of the wells are located.2 Israel also
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In order for Palestinians to be able to compensate for
shortages in their water supply, they are forced to buy

Military Order No. 92, issued on August 15, 1967, which gave
the leadership of the Israeli occupation army full authority
over all matters relating to water in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories.
Military Order No. 158, issued on November 19, 1967,
suspended Palestinian construction of any new water facilities
or projects by obtaining a permit from the Israeli occupation
army command, and stipulated the confiscation of any water
facility built without a permit.
Military Order No. 291, issued on December 19, 1968, also
canceled all water arrangements that had been in place prior
to Israel›s occupation of the West Bank.
Dr. Abd Rahman Tamini, General Director of Palestinian
Hydrology Group, Interview with the National Press Agency.
https://npa.ps/post/2432/الفلسطينيين-من-70-لحوالي-مفقود-المائي-األمن
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Palestinians denied fair access to water reported by Amnesty
International
Oct 27, 2009-October 27, 2009 Index Number: MDE
15/027/2009 page 19
Palestinian Water Rights between Negotiation and
Occupation, Applied Research Institute (ARIJ) - Jerusalem,
Palestine, 2009 edition, pp. 5 and 6.
Quotas of the Third Protocol (Protocol of Civil Issues) regarding
the Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement (Washington 1995),
where Article 40 of it deals with water and sewage, and the
tenth and eleventh attachments were terminated in terms of
the water quotas of the Palestinians in the basins of the West
Bank and the Gaza Basin.

about 20% of their annual water needs from Israel,
that is, to buy their own water that Israel extracts from
Palestinian water resources.6

pumps about 500 million cubic meters of river water
down to the south in the Naqab.11
The overexploitation of the river’s water has practically
transformed it into a valley or small stream that cannot
be described as a river anymore. It is expected that
this stream will soon dry up permanently. This will lead
the region to lose a historical, religious and cultural
landmark in addition to its environmental value and
importance for the water and agricultural sectors.

2. DEPRIVING PALESTINIANS OF USING WATER
FROM SPRINGS.
According to a 2011 survey conducted by the Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA),
56 springs were identified in the occupied Palestinian
territory. The vast majority of these springs are located
in Area C, where 30 of these springs were placed
under the full control of settlers and Palestinian access
is not allowed. While the Palestinians are prevented
from accessing most of the rest of the springs under,
whether by the settlers threatening those who come
near them or by the Israeli army declaring the spring
as military areas, natural reserves, or tourist areas.
Thus, Israel lays its hands on these springs and
prevents Palestinians from using or investing in them.7

As a result of Israel’s control of more than 85% of
Palestinian water resources, the average Palestinian
daily water consumption per capita reached 81.9
liters, with 85.6 liters per capita per day in the West
Bank and 77 liters in the Gaza Strip. Taking into
consideration the high pollution rates of water in the
Gaza Strip and calculating the quantities of water
suitable for human consumption from the available
quantities, the per capita share of fresh water reaches
only 22.4 liters per day. This per capita consumption
is much less than the World Health Organization’s
recommended minimum of 100 liters per capita per
day.12

3. ISOLATION OF PALESTINIAN WATER
RESOURCES
The Apartheid Wall extends 725 km along the length
of the West Bank and confiscates about 1,000 km²
of its lands, especially in the western region where
the western aquifer is located. The construction
of the Apartheid Wall also resulted in the isolation
of about 26 groundwater wells that were used to
serve Palestinians. They were dug long before
the occupation and they produced an average of 4
million cubic meters of water per year, which makes
up about 20% of the total quantity of water extracted
by Palestinians from the Western Basin. In other
words, the Wall has strengthened Israeli control over
the most important areas for groundwater extraction
in the Western Basin and reduced the quantities of
water extracted by Palestinians.8

Considering the significant shortage in Palestinian
water shares and their inability to meet the needs of
the population, the Palestinian Authority (PA) is forced
to purchase water from the Israeli water company
“Mekorot”. In 2018, the PA purchased 85.7 million
cubic meters for domestic use, which is 22% of the
total water available to Palestinians (389.5 million
cubic meters). Whereas, 25.5 million cubic meters of
water come from springs, 274.2 million cubic meters
from groundwater wells, and 4.1 million cubic meters
from desalination water plants.13
5. QUARRYING AND STONE INDUSTRY:
Israel has granted concessions to ten Israelioperated stone quarries in Area C of the West
Bank. The production of these quarries reached 17
million tons in 2015. 94% of the production of these
quarries, which includes stone, gravel and gypsum, is
shipped to Israel for construction and infrastructural
purposes14. It covers up to about 20%-30% of Israel’s
needs for construction.15

4. SURFACE WATER

The Jordan River is the main source of surface water
in the West Bank. The total length of the river is about
360 km, and its basin occupies an estimated surface
area of 18,300 km². Israel controls this important
resource and uses some 650 million cubic meters
of its waters annually.9 While the Palestinian share
in the river basin is estimated at 250 million cubic
meters, the Palestinians get none of it.10

The annual revenues of Israel from the exploitation
of Palestinian quarries are estimated at about 900
million US dollars. This is equivalent to approximately
7.1times of the Palestinian Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), thus the Occupation profits while depriving
Palestinians of their own natural resources.
Additionally, current quarrying activities in the West
Bank are causing environmental damage as there is a

As a result of the overexploitation of the Jordan River
and the diversion of its waters by Israel to the Naqab
(Negev Desert), the quantities flowing in the river
decreased dramatically. The River used to pour one
billion and 400 million cubic meters of fresh water into
the Dead Sea annually and now this discharge does
not exceed 30 million cubic meters per year. Israel
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The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics and the
Palestinian Water Authority, a joint press release on the World
Water Day 22/03/2021.
United Nations, Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, The
Humanitarian Impact of the Settlers’ takeover of Palestinian
Spring Waters, Special Report, March 2012.
Dr. Abd Rahman Tamimi, The Annexation Plan: The Final
Chapter on Palestinian Water Control, Institute for Palestine
Studies. https://www.palestine-studies.org/ar/node/1650217
Amnesty International Report, Egypt, pg. 18.
http://www.pwa.ps/ar_page.
aspx?id=NgKPUWa2695364496aNgKPUW
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The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics and the
Palestinian Water Authority, a joint press release on the World
Water Day 03/22/2021.
The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics and the
Palestinian Water Authority, a joint press release on the World
Water Day 03/22/2021.
The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics and the Water
Authority, the Palestinian Metrological Directorate issue a
joint press release on the occasion of Water Day and World
Meteorological Day 22 and 23/03/2020.
Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human
rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, A/
HRC/40/73, 15 March 2019, Par. Number,57

lack of interest by the Occupation to treat wastewater
and other pollutants from the quarrying. This poses a
threat to the health of humans, plants, and animals.

Following the Israeli military aggressions on Gaza
Strip in 2008, 2012, and 2014, the Palestinian gas
fields were seized and put under full Israeli control.
The occupying power began negotiating with British
Gas Company on the rights to explore and develop gas
fields in Palestinian waters excluding the Palestinian
National Authority and Palestinian government in the
process.21

6. NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE DEAD SEA:
The Dead Sea is a Salt Lake shared by Palestine,
Jordan and Israel. Part of the Dead Sea lies within
the occupied Palestinian territory. It contains great
natural and mineral wealth, including groundwater,
salt, sand, potash and clay. Clay is used in the
cosmetics industry.

Despite Israel’s knowledge of all the details about the
Palestinian gas fields, whether its quantities, depths
or reserves, Palestinians don’t have any information
about the eight Israeli fields that were discovered.
Regardless of the fact that there are two gas fields
adjacent to the Gaza border that Israel exploits 22.
The Mari Field is located off the coast of Gaza, to
the southeast, where production started in March
2004 and the Noah Field is located off the coast
of Gaza at a depth of 779 meters below sea level
where production started in June 2012.23 The concern
here is that these fields are probably connected with
Gaza’s fields, thus even more Palestinian resources
may be exploited at the moment.

The Dead Sea is located within Area C of the West
Bank and Israel has declared large parts of the
land surrounding it as closed military zones that are
prohibited for Palestinians to access and consequently
preventing them from exploiting its wealth. Meanwhile,
there are approximately 50 Israeli cosmetics factories
operating in the Dead Sea Region.16
It was reported by the Israeli Chemical Company
that works to exploit Dead Sea salt that 40% of the
company’s total income relies on the Dead Sea salt,.
The revenue generated by this company alone from
exploiting the Dead Sea is estimated at about 2.5
billion dollars per year17. The World Bank estimates
that the size of the Palestinians’ revenues from Dead
Sea salts, has they been able to access it, would
reach about one billion US dollars annually.18

In 2011, Israel announced the discovery of two oil and
gas fields in the village of Rantis in the central West
Bank with reserves estimated at about 2.5 billion
barrels of oil and 182 billion cubic meters of gas, with
a total value estimated at more than 155 billion US
dollars. The field extends over an area of 432 km from
the north of Qalqilya to the west of Ramallah, 85%
of which are located within the borders of the West
Bank, while about 15% are located within Israel. This
field has actually been exploited as the occupying
state produces about 800 barrels of oil per day.24

7. OIL AND GAS
The Palestinian coasts are located within what was
called the Levant Basin, which has an area of about
83 thousand km², where the U.S. Geological Survey
estimated the amount of oil and gas that can be
extracted in this field at about 1.7 billion barrels and
about 122 trillion cubic feet of gas, which may make
it one of the most important sources of natural gas in
the world.19

Furthermore, Israel has begun drilling 6 oil wells
behind the Annexation Wall on the lands of the
town of Rantis in order to be able to withdraw and
loot Palestinian oil and gas from within the occupied
territory. There is an Israeli plan to drill forty wells,
including 26 wells to extract both oil and gas and the
rest for oil extraction only.

In November 1999, the Palestinian National Authority
signed a 25-year gas exploration contract with
British Gas Group (BG Group), which announced
the discovery of the Gaza Marine field and drilled
wells (Marine 1 and Marine 2) to extract gas, after
obtaining official permission and approval from the
Prime Minister of Israel in July 2000.20

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is evident that Israel exploits natural resources
that are worth billions of dollars annually, whether
groundwater, surface water, stone quarries, salt and
other Dead Sea minerals as well as oil and gas.

In addition to the gas field (Gaza Marine), which is
considered the main field and is located at a depth of
603 meters below sea level and 36 km west of Gaza
City, there is a border gas field called Border Field. It
extends across the international borders separating
the territorial waters of the Gaza Strip and the those
of Israel. The discovery of yet another gas field
located only 300 meters from the coast of the central
governorate in Gaza was announced in 2014.
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There is no doubt that what Israel is doing with regard
to the resources of the occupied Palestinian territory
is systematic looting and destruction of Palestinian
resources and wealth. This makes it fall within the
scope of war crimes according to the rules and
provisions of the 1907 “Hague Conventions (IV) on
respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land”,
the “Geneva Convention Related to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949”,
and Protocol I , the 1977 amendment protocol to the
“Geneva Conventions relating to the protection of

Report of the Special Rapporteur,Op Cit, Par 59.
Walid Mustafa, Natural Resources in Palestine, Determinants
of Exploitation and Mechanisms to Maximize Benefit,
Publications of the Palestinian Economic Policy Research
Institute (MAS), 2016, p. 42.
The previous source, pg. 46.
The Economic Costs of the Israeli Occupation for the
Palestinian People: The Unrealized Oil and Natural Gas
Potential, UNITED NATIONS Geneva, 2019, P 18
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The Economic Costs of the Israeli Occupation for the
Palestinian People,op cit,P 21-23
Ibid, p28
UN sources indicate that there are four fields off the coast of
Gaza,
Report of the Special Rapporteur, op cit, Par. Number59.
Look into: https://felesteen.news/post/10021/, https://arabi21.
com/story/1190616/

victims of international conflicts”, and the “Charter of
the International Criminal Court”.
In terms of the rules of public international law, the
United Nations affirmed the right of economic selfdetermination and the right of permanent sovereignty
over natural wealth and resources, in accordance
with its Declaration 1803 (XVII) issued by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 14,
1962, entitled “Permanent Sovereignty over natural
resources”

Resolution No. 3005 (D-27) of December 15, 1972,
Resolution No. 3175 (D-28) of December 17, 1973,
Resolution No. 3336 (D-29) of December 17, 1974,
and Resolution No. 3516 (D). 30) of December 15,
1975, Resolution No. 31/186 of December 21, 1976,

General Assembly Resolution No. 36/173 of
December 17, 1981.
The resolutions mentioned above emphasized on
some important principles such as:

•

Demanding all countries, international
organizations and specialized agencies not
to recognize, cooperate or assist in any way,
any measures taken by Israel to exploit the
resources of the occupied territories or to bring
about any change in the population structure,
geographic nature or organization of these
territories.

•

Emphasizes the right of Arab countries
and peoples whose lands are under Israeli
occupation to regain their rights and to make full
compensation for the exploitation, looting and
damage to natural resources.

In conclusion, some might say that the Oslo Agreement
and “the Paris Protocol” - the Economic Agreement
with Israel- have granted the Israeli occupation the
right to share the waters and natural resources with
the Palestinians or the right to collect taxes and share
revenues. Here it is important to point out that the
rules of international humanitarian law protect the
inhabitants of the occupied lands in the face of any
unjust agreement or imposition of coercion and force
on representatives of the inhabitants of the occupied
land. For instance, Article 47 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention relating to the Protection of the Civilian
Population in Time of War and Occupation affirms
that “Protected persons who are in any occupied
territory shall not be deprived in any way or manner of
benefiting from this Convention, whether because of
any change that occurs as a result of the occupation
of the territory to the institutions of the said territory,
or its government, or because of any agreement
concluded between the authorities of the occupied
territory and the occupying power, or because of
the annexation by that country of all or part of the
occupied territories”.

Resolution No. 32/161 of December 19, 1977,
General Assembly Resolution No. 136/34 of
December 14, 1979, and Resolution No. 35/110 of
December 5, 1980 and

The principle of permanent sovereignty over
natural resources.

All measures taken by Israel to exploit the natural
and human resources of the occupied Palestinian
territories and Arab areas are illegal, and calls
upon Israel to immediately stop such measures.

Hence, the Palestinians shall never give up their
right in a just and equitable compensation for the
resources looted by Israel, and they shall put Israel
under accountability in international courts and
concerned committees to compensate for what was
looted from them.

The General Assembly of the United Nations issued
a number of resolutions exclusively regarding the
Palestinian and the occupied Arab territories. The
most important of which are:

•

•
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